Automatic probe tuning and matching.
The problem of automatically tuning and matching a probe is considered, and attention is drawn to the main cause of difficulty: the interaction of tuning and matching mechanisms. The use of a doubly resonant, inductively coupled probe is therefore advocated, for to first order, tuning, and matching are then orthogonal for small perturbations. It is shown that when such a probe is equipped with negative feedback control of tuning and matching elements, driven by error signals derived from a bridge and the NMR spectrometer, stable and rapid automatic tuning and matching are achieved. The importance of approximately correct phasing of the error signals is emphasized, but the restriction of having to have specific cable lengths to achieve this task is removed. The effects of small errors of phasing are then considered and shown to be unimportant for the chosen probe, in contrast to the situation for other, nonorthogonal probe types. Suggestions for orthogonalization of two common capacitively coupled probe designs are made, and a practical instrument design is then given that, with the addition of external components, can also be used if the NMR receiver cannot be pressed into service.